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Introductions

Tony Lavender
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Introduction

• The Government’s Spectrum Strategy (2014) established an Expert 
Panel to look at incorporating social value into spectrum allocation 
decisions

• The terms of reference of the Panel were:
• To advise on options for evaluating the social value of spectrum which 

can be deployed alongside the evaluation of economic value

• To consider how these options may or may not be consistent with the 
Government’s valuation principles 

• To consider how these options might be applied to future decisions on 
the change of use of spectrum

• To deliver a draft report outlining options and a proposed approach for 
evaluating the social value of spectrum, that can be finalised and 
delivered to Ministers by 15 May 2015
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Expert panel output

• The following points were raised in the output of the Expert Panel:

• The importance of framing the problem well (a “triage” stage)

• Setting things out in everyday language

• Use a mix of methods to establish what social value might be (in addition 

to private value)

• Integrate results of monetary and other analysis but do not try to come to 

a single monetary figure

• Recommendations including options and trade offs

A systematic 

framework

Show the scale of the 

decision 

Think about how the 

public sees issues 

and trade offs

Show how different 

judgments about 

economic and social 

issues would lead to 

different spectrum 

allocations
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Moving forward to 2020

• Not clear that outstanding questions from the 2015 study have been 

answered or that there is yet a single consistent way of valuing 

spectrum

• Back to the question of how to take account of social value in 

spectrum awards?

• Becoming increasingly relevant with new spectrum users and 

changing modes of use of spectrum (including but not limited to 5G)

• Recent events will be driving toward obtaining the most economically 

and socially efficient outcomes for access to scarce resources – there 

is a strong technical efficiency imperative too
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An introduction to externalities and social value

Tim Miller
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Market demand and supply meets at an equilibrium

8

• Operators supply services at a price level set by the market

• Spectrum is acquired to satisfy this demand
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Social value represents an externality which would otherwise be lost

9

• A disconnect exists where private individuals pay but society benefits
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Government intervention is needed to internalise the externality

10

• Classical remedies include subsidies or grants
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The impact on spectrum 
awards

©
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Regulators tend to aim at optimising value to consumers and society

12
©
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Rather than reducing costs, regulators tend to impose obligations

13

• Meeting obligations costs operators – shifting supply curve up – but quantity is forced to stay constant

• Supply curve must shift back down by reducing input costs (including the price paid for spectrum)

©
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Accounting for social value in 
spectrum valuation

©
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How can regulators know how to set an appropriate subsidy?

15

• Market forces can be used to set efficient outcomes if adjustments are made

• Defining quantity or other quality parameters will adjust spectrum value

• Requirements on operators to calculate impacts

• Market prices will reflect effective subsidisation

• What is the socially optimum quantity (and how should this be distributed)?

• What is the socially optimum quality?

• How will spectrum value be affected?

©
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Measuring the impact of social adjustments

16

• Our econometric model can be used to estimate the impact of 

obligations

• We collect information on whether there are obligations on 

winners – but could expand this dataset

• This could give a comprehensive estimate of the impact on value

• This relies on operators having full information on the cost of 

meeting obligations …

©

Value = constant

+ α · bandwidth
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+ γ · coverage increment

+ δ · speed minimum
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+ ε
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Licence obligations model

17

• Explanatory variable (y) is log of US$/MHz/pop

• Licence obligations dummy captures obligation 

associated with assignment

• Population or geographical coverage

• Rollout (time-based)

• Service quality 

• Licence obligations lower spectrum price

• Negative β (statistically significant at 5% level) 

captures the private cost to operators to deliver the 

obligation

• Increasing the operator’s private cost will reduce 

willingness to pay → lowering auction price

©

Explanatory variable Beta, β

Constant -2.197457

Log of Licence Duration 0.6764182***

Log of GDP per capita 0.6040613***

Log of Population density 0.1633344***

Log of Spectrum Stock -1.210178***

Licence obligations dummy -0.305147**

Band dummies Varies by band 

Year dummies Varies by year

Note: t statistic in parentheses. Statistical significance: * 10% level, ** 5% level, 

and *** 1% level.
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Limitation of existing valuation techniques 

18

• Two existing valuation techniques that can be adapted to capture social value-related obligations:

• Econometrics – include obligations or social value explanatory variables

• Avoided cost modelling – increase coverage requirements to identify the operators’ additional 

infrastructure costs given the quantity of spectrum assigned

• These techniques can help identify and quantify the operators’ private cost of delivering socially optimum 

level of coverage or service

• Use operators’ private cost to discount spectrum price (market price)

• These techniques do not estimate social value – the benefits experienced by society

• Social value estimate would require full cost-benefit analysis

©
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Presentation by

Abhaya Sumanasena
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We hope you have a lovely Christmas break.

Our first open-to-all session is currently our Plenary

28 January 2021 | 14:00-16:00.

Questions or comments?

Jo.oriordan@techUK.org


